Picture Rally Norfolk and Suffolk 2017
This rally is not a competition.
The format of the rally has been changed this year as the poor condition of signposts many
being broken or dirty to the point of being unreadable on photographs.
So we have done our best to find some isolated hard to find landmarks, you will still need
good maps to pin point some of these and hope you still find it interesting.
You will visit landmarks in Norfolk & Suffolk, there are 32 listed but it’s up to you how
many you do, there are points awarded purely for your own information, everybody who
enters and return their pictures will receive a participation certificate on which will be
recorded the points achieved.
There are bonus questions with each landmark and the answers can be found nearby so you
may have to search the churchyard or village to find the answers.
Answers to these questions on their own without the landmark pictures do not count.
You will need to do some research to find the location of the landmarks and to be able to
answer the questions, this can be done on the internet or by visiting a library or by using local
knowledge ( ask people ) good large scale maps will be a great help.
You do not need to visit all the landmarks to take part so please return your pictures
even if you only manage a few as it gives me valuable feedback.
You must take a photograph of each landmark you visit and show your bike or crash helmet
in the picture, this proves that the picture has not been sourced from the internet.
If you don’t feel it’s safe to park at the landmark then park safely and walk to the landmarks
site.
Please do not take your bike onto private land without gaining permission and please respect
the countryside code.
You can visit these landmarks in any order you choose so you can probably fit some in with
other trips you have planned.

Hope this all makes sense if not just ask Mick Long.
This non competition runs from April 1st 2017 until November 30th 2017 all pictures to be
returned by 7th December 2017.
You may send your photographs to me via E-MAIL at longhonda400@gmail.com or by
SNAIL MAIL to 26. Ashleigh Gardens, Wymondham, Norfolk. NR18 0EX.. Or in person at
that address.
There will be a bacon butties morning at the end of the rally as usual on the first Sunday of
December 2017.

